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Foreword
This is the 2020/21 Delivery Plan for the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Local Enterprise
Partnership. It should be read in conjunction with the emerging Local Industrial Strategy,
which represents a clear opportunity to evaluate what’s worked in the past, what hasn’t
worked and where market opportunities exist to build on our unique regional strengths.
It’s a chance to do things differently and our LEP, backed by the wider private sector, has
embraced the opportunity to put forward a different approach which is captured in our
vision.
In Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly we’ve always understood that everything is shaped by
our environment, whether that is the wealth of resources under our feet, or the natural
forces that have sculpted the peninsula and our islands and which we are now harnessing
for renewable technologies.
We face a huge challenge of levelling-up the regions and areas of the UK where
productivity is persistently low and deprivation is stubbornly holding back communities.
And what’s more - regional inequality in the UK is growing. We want to see a strong UK
regional policy with the aim of rebalancing the UK economy at its heart. We want a fair
and transparent national allocation mechanism for the UK SPF that is based on need as
well as opportunity. Furthermore, the UK SPF must be a dedicated fund designed to
address regional inequalities rather than a re-badging of other Government funding.
So, 2020/21 will be the year that the CIoS LEP reaffirms its approach, through the Local
Industrial Strategy, by positioning our creative and carbon neutral economy to realise
opportunities for people, communities and businesses to thrive, benefiting the
environment and providing an outstanding quality of life for all.
Beyond the implementation of our Local Industrial Strategy, we will continue to ensure
impact across the 10 Opportunities sectors, developing our approach to the Shared
Prosperity Fund, delivering our Employment and Skills Strategy; and continuing to drive
the delivery of the European Structural and Investment Fund programmes, three Growth
Deal Programmes; and taking forward a new approach alongside our local authorities to
place-based economic growth.
Mark Duddridge
Chair

Glenn Caplin-Grey
Chief Executive
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Executive Summary
The Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Local Enterprise Partnership is one of 38 LEPs in England.
Private sector-led, it is a partnership between the private and public sectors and is driving
the economic strategy for the area, determining local priorities and undertaking activities
to drive growth and the creation of high value local jobs.
This Delivery Plan sets out the priorities and activities that the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly
LEP intends to deliver in 2020/21. The Delivery Plan is divided into Strategy, Governance
and Delivery activity as this reflects the categories used by Government to assess LEP
performance.
Our key priorities for 2020/21 include:
Strategy
• LIS - Finalise and agree our LIS with Government and to develop a detailed
implementation plan.
• Levelling-up – Development of UK Shared Prosperity Fund local delivery model.
Establish Towns Fund/Place Shaping Boards shaped by the private sector.
• Climate Change - Embed the LIS ‘clean and circular economic development’ principle
of design toolkit and ‘carbon neutrality’ metric. Develop Floating Offshore Wind in
the south west and develop opportunities for renewables and reduce GHG
emissions on the Enterprise Zones sites.
• Communications and engagement - Continue improvements to our reach and
impact. To drive the work of the LEP Network and other influencers and to continue
our convening and challenge roles across partnerships.
Governance
• Continue to strengthen our governance and ensure continued compliance with the
National Assurance Framework.
• Establish a Board training and development programme.
• Deliver our commissioning approach.
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Delivery
• Investment programmes – continue to deliver against our programme targets
relating to Growth Deal, Enterprise Zones, CIoS Growth and Skills Hub, CIoS
Investment Fund and wAVE Project.
• Employment and Skills – through our Employment and Skills Board, continue to
deliver our skills programmes such as Beacon, Digital Skills Partnership and Careers
Hub and to develop a workforce strategy.
The LEP Executive will provide the LEP Board with finance and performance reports, via
the LEP CEO’s report, at every LEP Board meeting. This provides a mechanism for tracking
finance and performance against the priority areas and activities contained with this
Delivery Plan.
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Our Culture
The Cornwall and Isles of Scilly LEP is private sector led and we look to collaborate with
partners who share our vision to ensure that;
By 2030 Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly will be the place where business thrives and
people enjoy an outstanding quality of life.
In pursuing this vision we put Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly first and work in ways which
embody our culture, our core values and our everyday behaviour. We are;
Inclusive. We look to be accessible, enabling and supportive of our businesses and
communities by listening and then acting in the best interests of the region.
Ambitious for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly and believe that the region can continue to
achieve great things regionally, nationally and globally by being bold and aspirational.
Collaborative, working with businesses and partners to deliver our strategic vision.
Impactful. We make best use of our resources by being effective, entrepreneurial and
productive. Our work gets results.
Independent and informed champions of the business community who are driven to help
businesses thrive.
Creative and inspiring, we show leadership in shaping the future and are confident we can
make change happen.
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Summary
Strategy, Governance and Delivery – 2020/21 Priorities

(Please note these are the LEP's 'business as usual' priorities, however, a live review of the
delivery plan is under consideration alongside COVID-19 recovery planning with LEP
partners).
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Cornwall and Isles of Scilly LEP Board
The Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) was launched in May
2011. Private sector-led, it is a partnership between the private and public sectors and is
driving the economic strategy for the region, determining local priorities and undertaking
activities to drive growth and the creation of quality local jobs.

Mark Duddridge
(Chair)

Mark Goodwin
(Vice Chair)

Emmie Kell

Gordon
Seabright

Simon Caklais

Louise Rowe

John Acornley

Frances
Brennan

Steven Jermy

David Walrond

Cllr Fran Grottick

Cllr Bob Egerton

Cllr Linda
Taylor

Cllr Edwina
Hannaford

Louis Mathers

Clare Parnell

Poppy Naylor
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Local Industrial Strategy
Vision
In 2030 Cornwall and Isles of Scilly’s creative and
carbon neutral economy will be realising
opportunities for its people, communities and
businesses to thrive, benefiting the environment
and providing an outstanding quality of life for
all.
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly are rich in natural capital and alive with opportunity. We
must now move beyond the economy of the past, where a narrow definition of growth led
to an imbalance between our natural and material resources and between the income
levels of our resident population. By mobilising our considerable cultural assets and social
capital in order to realise our region’s full potential and deliver inclusive growth.
Our Industrial Strategy sets a course for a decarbonised and sustainable future for
business, for people and for our environment. Our pioneering spirit, strength of
community and culture of innovation and creativity will take us there. We will look to the
horizon in terms of ideas, global markets and even the potential of Space to fully embrace
the principles of a regenerative economy that can deliver for all. People are at the heart of
our strategy; improvements to our economy must be inclusive and will have a net-positive
impact on the environment and the health and wellbeing of all our community.
Through the delivery of the Local Industrial Strategy, we aim to secure Cornwall and the
Isles of Scilly’s position as an internationally renowned rural creative region.
Our ambitions to lift performance across the economy:
People
A skilled, healthy and inclusive workforce that feels inspired and valued, enjoying quality
of life, a living wage and pride of place.
Infrastructure
A fully connected economy, built environment and transport system powered by a zero
carbon smart grid and accessible green infrastructure.
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Business Environment
Productive, innovative businesses, scaling up and working together to broaden CIoS
capabilities and retain value from a circular economy.
Ideas
A growing entrepreneurial ecosystem nurtured by our anchor institutions, embedding
R&D, creativity and innovation in business to improve productivity.
Place
A thriving network of connected and innovative businesses, equitable communities and
productive systems, all capitalising on the strengths and opportunities of our cultural
assets and natural capital.
Our distinctive opportunities / USPs:
Clean energy resources
Capitalising on our unrivalled natural resources; leading innovation in floating offshore
wind (FLOW) & deep geothermal.
Geo-resources
Harnessing our expertise as well as the critical minerals necessary for the low-carbon
transition, in a sustainable way.
Data and Space
Exploiting the unique physical, digital and intellectual assets in the region and using data
to overcome local and global challenges.
Visitor economy
Making CIoS the global leader for low carbon experiences for visitors and residents,
maximising links to the environment, heritage and culture.
Agri-food
Creating a productive and sustainable sector maximising market opportunities for land
and marine management and food processing/production.
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Achievements to 31 March 2020
•

•

Strategy

•

•
•

•
•

Governance

•
•
•
•
•
•

Local Industrial Strategy
o Extensive engagement with businesses, research institutes and public sector.
o Evidence base analysis and logic chain development.
o Draft strategy approved by LEP Board, endorsement by LA’s and submitted for
Government approval process.
Spaceport - leadership and advocacy. Investment package agreed between LEP, Cornwall
Council and Virgin Orbit.
FLOW
o Celtic Sea Alliance MOU.
o FLOW supply chain development.
o Sector Deal and Contract for Difference advocacy.
o Ongoing support to South Coast Marine Cluster / Maritime UK South West.
Energy Innovation Zone - delivery partner on West Midlands Combined Authority led
detailed proposal.
Great South West
o Commissioning phase 1 and 2 prospectus.
o Coordinating GSW secretariat.
o Developing pipeline activity across energy, rural, tourism and connectivity priorities.
o Support for the Great South West All Party Parliamentary Group.
Continued investment into the CIoS Growth and Skills Hub, leadership of the South West
Peninsula Growth Hub Cluster for business resilience.
90 million reach across branding and communication channels. Highlights included
spaceport, space, energy, geothermal, rural economy, CIoS Investment Fund and partner
releases.
Exceeded Government target to ensure one third of the LEP’s appointed board are women
by the end of 2019-2020.
Compliant with National Assurance Framework.
6-fold increase in LEP Board applicants following innovative Board recruitment approach.
Ongoing oversight from S151 Officer on LEP processes.
LEP Review implementation (revised Articles of Association, Assurance Framework).
Participation in Local Authority scrutiny arrangements and LEP Network peer review pilot.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Growth Deal – Full £78m investment allocation committed, 10000 jobs, 5000 houses.
Enterprise Zones – 277 jobs, £1.528m Rate Relief awarded since 2012.
Growth Hub - supporting over 1000 businesses since late 2018.
Business Readiness Campaign – South West Peninsula Cluster leadership.
£40m CIoS Investment Fund - £5m investment milestone surpassed in autumn 2019.
Digital Skills Partnership launched with a focus on digital inclusion and upskilling, awarded
follow on investment.
Work on the Beacon project providing business support and engagement on recruitment
and retention of people with disabilities and long-term health conditions, Digital Tool
prototype launched for consultation and engagement.
Careers Hub - levels of employer engagement and work place experiences are the highest
in the country. Skills Show saw 3,600 students and 150 businesses exhibit in October.
Supporting the delivery of the £584m CIoS ESIF Growth Programme, including leadership
(Chair) and representation on the CIoS LEP area Integrated Territorial Investment Board.
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Key Performance Indicators
Vision 2030 sets out a joint vision between local authorities and the private sector for
economic development in the region. To enable the significant ambitions contained within
the plan to be achieved, we aim to secure and deliver investments and interventions that
treat the economy and it’s constitute parts as a whole.
These indicators were chosen to include readily available metrics at a national level and
more local metrics that can be reviewed on a more regular basis. The table below provides
an update on the position as of February 2019. The current position is mixed with a roughly
50/50 split between targets where progress is on or above target and where progress is
below target. This balance is to be expected with only 1 or 2 years of available data –
targets were expected to be adjusted during the lifetime of the index to take account of
economic fluctuations over time.
NB: Targets 2.5, 4.4, 5.2 and 6.2 are still under development as no readily available metric exists so a suitable “proxy” is being
discussed with relevant stakeholders

Vision 2030 Indicator Actual Position as of Februrary 2019
Ref
1.1
1.2
1.3
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
5.1
5.2
5.3
6.1
6.2

Description

Value unit

Employment in knowledge-intensive sectors or high-tech manufacturing % of all employment
R&D expenditure per person in work (employed and self-employed)
Euros per person in work
Employment in science, research, engineering and technology
% of all employment
Productivity (Gross Value Added (B) per hour worked)
£
Average annual pay for full-time workers (median workplace-based)
£
Business formation rate
% of all enterprises
New business survival rate (for 3 years after start-up)
% of all new enterprises
Business scale-up measure - to be developed
Unemployment rate (actively seeking and ready for work)
% of working age population
Workless households (no one in household in work)
% of all households
In work poverty (families in receipt of working and/or child tax credits) % of all working households
Low earnings levels (annual full-time earnings of lowest 20% workers) £
Intermediate and high level skills (people qualified to NVQ2 and above) % of working age people
% of all 16 and 17 year olds
Young people not in employment, education or training (NEETs)
Knowledge workers (managerial, professional and technical occupations) % of all employment
Career progression measure - to be developed
Life satisfaction score (survey based)
Average rating (0-10)
Environmental indicator - to be developed
Employment growth (net increase since 2010)
Growth in people employed
Employment in export intensive industries
% of all employment
Additional global presence indicator - to be developed
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Actual Values

Actual Indices

(1.2 is for a year earlier)

(100=2030 target hit)

2016

2017

11.6
237.0
3.8
23.5
22,997
10.6
62.9

12.9
205.3
2.5
23.8
24,000
10.0
60.4

3.8
14.9
21.4
17,073
77.0
6.9
42.8

2.9
13.9
20.3
17,192
79.4
5.8
39.0

7.78

7.82

22,800
10.8

25,700
10.3

2018

24,000

2017
index
46.4
-22.7
-54.2
3.8
12.5
-28.8
-124.9

2018
index

12.5

17,708

300.0
13.5
14.8
2.3
40.0
27.8
-52.8

12.1

7.91

9.5

31.0

19.1
-13.5
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In terms of comparing our performance with other areas, the visuals below demonstrates
that for many indicators CIoS is in the top 50% nationally but it also identifies where more
targeted activity is required to address underperformance.
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2020/21 Strategy Priorities
Priority
Local Industrial Strategy
Lead Director(s): Mark
Duddridge and Mark Goodwin
Lead Exec: Glenn Caplin-Grey /
Caroline Carroll

Levelling-up
Lead Director(s):
John Acornley
Emmie Kell, Simon Caklais,
David Walrond, Clare Parnell
Mark Duddridge
Lead Exec: Glenn Caplin-Grey
Climate Response and Energy
Transition
Lead Director(s): Steve Jermy
Lead Exec: Glenn Caplin-Grey /
Nathan Cudmore

Communications and
Engagement
Lead Director(s): Gordon
Seabright
Lead Exec: Katie Sandow

Activities/Deliverables
LIS Analysis Panel and government approval, and
publication.
Development of CIoS frameworks and toolkits for
the principles of design.
Finalise criteria and data sets to measure success
metrics.
LIS implementation plans in place.

By when
Q1

UK Shared Prosperity Fund local delivery model
Towns Fund/Place shaping Boards shaped by private
sector
Great South West implementation

Q2
Q1-4

Embed LIS ‘Clean and circular economic
development’ principle of design toolkit and ‘Carbon
Neutrality’ metric
Develop Energy Innovation Zone concept
Work through SW Energy Hub to deliver energy
projects
Develop FLOW in the south west
Advocate for further development of deep
geothermal in CIoS
Identify opportunities for renewables and reduce
GHG emissions on EZ sites
Co-develop Climate Change Development Plan
Document
Continue improvements to our reach and impact
Drive the work of the LEP Network and other
influencers, including CBI, Chamber and FSB
networks
Develop LIS campaign strands
Continue LEP convening and challenge roles across
partnerships e.g. Sub National Transport Board, CIoS
Leadership Board, Island Futures Group, Great South
West, ITI Board

Q1-4
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Q2
Q2
Q3/4

Q1-4

Q2
Q1-4
Q1-4
Q1-4
Q1-4
Q1-4
Q1-4
Q1-4

Q1-4
Q1-4
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2020/21 Governance Priorities
Priority
LEP Assurance
Lead Director(s): Mark
Duddridge

Activities/Deliverables
Ensure continued compliance with the National Assurance
Framework
Establish a Board development/training programme
Deliver our commissioning approach/MOU

Lead Exec: Nathan
Cudmore / Carol
Bransgrove
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By when
Q1-4
Q2
Q1
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LEP Nominations
Committee

LEP Audit and Assurance
Committee
Accountable Body
(MOU/SLA) arrangements,
independent external audit
of accounts, risk
management and ‘deep
dives’, involvement in LEP’s
internal audit plan with
Cornwall Council, ensuring
compliance with National
Assurance Framework.

Board
development/training
programme, Board
equality and diversity, coopting arrangements.

Overview and performance
monitoring of Growth Deal
investments and Growing
Places Fund repayments.
Oversight and assessment of
applications to the remaining
Growth Deal funds.

LEP Sub Board
Management

Enterprise Zones Board
To lead the operational
delivery of the Cornwall EZs
and monitor progress of their
business, financial and
marketing plans. To oversee
the effective implementation
of the EZ Implementation
Plan and the allocation of the
EZ Business Rate Relief fund.

LEP Investment and
Oversight Panel

Advisory Groups

Employment & Skills Board
To drive and champion the
Employment and Skills
Strategy. To align with the
roles of Skills Advisory Panels.
To inform the ‘people’ element
of the Local Industrial Strategy.
To raise the profile of
apprenticeships with local
employers and providers of
skills.
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Guiding 10
Opportunities/LIS support
activity. Oversight and
direction of all LEP
Communications.
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2020/21 Delivery Priorities
Investment Programmes
Local Growth Fund
The CIoS Local Growth Fund is fully allocated. To date the CIoS LEP have received
£66.525m from HM Government, with the final annual allocation of £11.717m for
2020/21 expected in April 2020.
There have been 26 investments made spread across Cornwall. Please note that with
some investments it is not possible to identify a specific location as it benefits the
whole county, for example, broadband.
Fig 1: Distribution of LGF projects and population concentrations
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One project has been redacted as it is yet to contract.
Nearly half of the projects are complete with the remaining projects on track to
complete by the end of the programme, 31 March 2021.
Good progress has been made in recording achievement of outputs / outcomes. The
table below sets out the key metrics per project.
Lead Director:
Mark Duddridge
Lead Exec:
Iain Mackelworth and
Jordan Whaley

Growth Deals, through the Local Growth Fund, provide funds to Local
Enterprise Partnerships (partnerships between local authorities and
businesses) for projects that benefit the local area and economy.
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly Local Enterprise Partnership has
successfully secured £78.23m Growth Deal funding through three
separate awards.
The programme level target is to create 5,000 jobs and 7,000 homes.
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Project

Output

Night Riviera
Newquay
Growth Area

Jobs
Jobs
Houses
Jobs
Houses
Jobs

Falmouth
Gateway
Bodmin
Cornwall’s
Cycling Town
A38 Cornwall
Gateway
West Cornwall
Transport
Interchange
Mainline
Signalling

to 2020/21
Forecast

2020-25
Forecast

23
380
350
213
221
189

218
93
70
123
53

871
343
281
225
212

Total
Forecast (inc
achieved)
23
1,469
786
564
569
454

Houses

170

63

268

500

Jobs
Houses
Jobs

99
42
229

20
19
139

79
214
558

198
274
926

Houses

212

131

270

614

Jobs
Houses

14
18

8
6

31
20

53
45

108

1

6

115

126

3

12

141

57

39

6

102

96
77
244

14
9
61

57
185
245

168
272
550

228

99

273

600

Train Care
Jobs
Centre
Truro: Housing
Jobs
and Employment
Houses
Link
Jobs
Bodmin:
Callywith
Houses
Redruth:
Jobs
Strategic
Employment
Houses
Growth
Superfast
Broadband
Jobs
Extension
Jobs
Truro Western
Corridor
Houses
Cornwall
Jobs
Integrated Bus –
Houses
Pilot Area
Goonhilly Earth
Station
Jobs
Improvements

Actual
date

357

357
268
404
159

286
93
126

1,146
422
505

1,700
918
790

286

146

360

792

100

148

594

842
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Smart Islands
Electric Vehicles

Workspace Hall
for Cornwall

Workspace
Newquay: CSpace

Workspace
Porthleven

Falfish Coldstore

Liskeard Cattle
Market Enabling
Works
Spaceport

Jobs
Jobs
Commercial
Floorspace created
(m2)
Businesses
Supported
Jobs
Commercial
Floorspace created
(m2)
Businesses
Supported
Jobs
Commercial
Floorspace created
(m2)
Jobs
Commercial
Floorspace created
(m2)
Jobs
Commercial
Floorspace created
(m2)
Jobs

2

2
12

48

1,156

1,156

3

30

55

55

121

154
550

550
329

900

1,229

30

10

40
1,100

1,100
9

38

47
660

660
33

33

1,216

1,216

84

84

* Jobs (direct and indirect, including apprenticeships)

At a programme level the actual and forecast outcomes is as follows;
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The programme level job target is expected to be exceeded however the housing
target is forecast to underachieve. The methodology for evidencing the achievement
and forecasting of the number of houses unlocked is based on planning data (known
planning applications) and therefore it is likely that over the years a number of housing
developments will be brought forward which have not yet been registered within the
planning system.
The programme initially was focused on investment into transport infrastructure (i.e.
Rail, Road, Buses) but more recently investments have been made in workspace,
energy, and space as shown in the images below.
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CIoS Investment Fund
Lead Director:
John Acornley

Lead Exec:
Nathan Cudmore

Output
Equity
investments*
Debt finance*

The LEP has worked in partnership with the British Business Bank to create
the £40 million Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Investment Fund for the CIoS LEP
area. The fund provides loans and equity investments (rather than grants)
from £25,000 to £2 million to help local businesses grow and create jobs. It is
seen as a vital tool to support the local economy after the UK has left the
European Union. During 2020/21 the CIoS LEP will continue to support the
development and delivery of this fund through its leadership of the
Investment Fund’s Advisory Board.
2020/21 Forecast
£4m
£5m

* Spend targets for the Fund are commercial and sensitive, therefore forecast figures have been used,
the CIoS LEP Investment and Oversight Panel will receive full performance monitoring reports.

Enterprise Zones - Aerohub+
Lead Director:
Steve Jermy

Lead Exec:
Iain Mackelworth

Aerohub+ EZ now represents a single Enterprise Zone across two locations:
• Aerohub EZ (AEZ) at Cornwall Airport Newquay (CAN) - including the
operational airport and the Aerohub Business Park
• Goonhilly Earth Station (GES) - satellite communications site.
In terms of total capacity, the table below outlines the estimated outputs
summary to 2021/22 in relation to the Aerohub+ Enterprise Zone.

Project

Output

Aerohub
(Cornwall
Airport
Newquay)

Estimated
business rate
discount
Estimated
business rate
retention
Sq M new
floorspace
delivered
No. new investors

2020/21 Forecast

2021/22
Forecast

Total
Forecast (inc
achieved)

£509,760

£662,400

£1,905,120

£254,880

£331,200

£952,560

3,450

5,300

23,000

2

2

10
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New Jobs Created
Goonhilly Earth Estimated
Station
business rate
discount
Estimated
business rate
retention
Sq M new
floorspace
delivered
No. new investors
New Jobs Created

111

130

400

£247,022

£303,490

£887,947

£123,511

£151,745

£443,974

336

336

1,680

7
14

27
53

47
92

Enterprise Zones – Marine Hub
Lead Director:
Steve Jermy

The Marine Enterprise Zone is a vital component of Marine Hub Cornwall
which was launched in February 2017.

Lead Exec:
Iain Mackelworth

Marine Hub Cornwall will establish Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly (CIoS) as
a global centre for technology development and expertise and the location
of choice for businesses engaged in the development, deployment and
operation of marine renewables technologies and the associated supply
chain.
The table below outlines the estimated outputs summary to 2021/22 in
relation to the Marine Enterprise Zone.

Project

Output

North Quay
Hayle

Estimated business
rate discount
Estimated business
rate retention
Sq M new floorspace
delivered
No. new investors
New Jobs Created
Estimated business
rate discount

Falmouth Docks

2020/21 Forecast

2021/22
Forecast

Total
Forecast (inc
achieved)

£226,883

£261,468

£585,783

£113,442

£130,734

£292,892

2,500

2,485

4,985

8
81

0
20

8
222

£92,150

£92,150

£370,750
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Tolvaddon

Estimated business
rate retention
Sq M new floorspace
delivered
No. new investors
New Jobs Created
Estimated business
rate discount
Estimated business
rate retention
Sq M new floorspace
delivered
No. new investors
New Jobs Created

£42,150

£42,150

£123,600

9,000

0

9,000

1
4

0
10

4
20

£88,236

£163,960

£276,350

£77,296

£115,158

£237,709

2,653

3,135

8,227

4
60

2
29

9
198

Growth and Skills Hub
Lead Director:
Louis Mathers

Lead Exec:
Nathan Cudmore
and Stacey
Sleeman

Output
Growth Hub
(ERDF) - the
principal output
is P13 businesses
undergoing a 3hour IDB process

The Growth and Skills Hub has now supported over 1000 businesses since
phase two began in late 2018. It continues to be delivered by the Cornwall
Development Company (CDC). The Growth Hub component is ERDF funded
with match funding provided through LEP/BEIS funding and Cornwall Council.
In 2017, CDC was awarded the Skills Hub (ESF) contract and has aligned the
two with considerable benefits in sharing resource, with the Skills Hub
provision supporting 825 businesses to date. The LEP continues to chair the
joint Growth and Skills Hub Management Board.

Actual achieved 2020/21 Forecast 2021/22 Forecast Total
Forecast
to date
(inc achieved)*

1000

800

600

2400

* The ERDF Phase 2 project targets 2400 P13 outputs based on 200 diagnostics per quarter for 12
quarters. For Phase 2 (2018-21) we also have an Access to Growth Grant Scheme of £1500 (£1000
ERDF and £500 match) for businesses to access consultancy from the private sector. 100 Grants will
be delivered.
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Coastal Communities wAVE Project
Lead Exec:
Tamzyn Smith /
Nathan Cudmore

The Coastal Communities wAVE (Augmented & Virtual Experiences) project
will bring together research experts, technologists and five local museums
and their communities to take visitors on a compelling immersive and
interactive journey to the past. The Coastal Communities Fund Round 5
project is led by the LEP working with Cornwall Museums Partnership and
Falmouth University. 2020/21 is the 2nd and final year of delivery, with
outputs delivered at the end of the project.

Output
Jobs (direct jobs
created)

Actual achieved to date

Jobs (indirect jobs
created)
Jobs
(Safeguarded)
Businesses
supported
Increase in visitor
numbers
Non vocational
trainees
Apprenticeships
created

2020/21-22 Forecast

Total Forecast

n/a

13.4

13.4

n/a

4

4

n/a

15

15

n/a

290

290

n/a

24,825

24,825

n/a

5

5

n/a

2

2

CIoS ESIF Growth Programme Delivery
Lead Director:
Mark Duddridge,
Frances Brennan

Supporting the delivery of the £584m CIoS ESIF Growth Programme,
including leadership (Chair) and representation on the CIoS LEP area
Integrated Territorial Investment Board (ESI Funds Sub-Committee).

Lead Exec:
Nathan Cudmore

Output

Allocated / Spend

ERDF spend
ESF spend
EAFRD spend
* Subject to exchange rate changes

£376.98
£125.54m
£5.35m
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Unallocated
£32.75
£6.37m
£4.05m

Total Forecast
Spend by 2023*
£409.73m
£131.91m
£9.40m

Information Classification: CONTROLLED

Employment and Skills
Skills Advisory Panel (Employment and Skills Board)
Lead Director:
Frances Brennan

Leading the LEP’s approach to employment and skills, building an industry
needs led approach, influenced by Vision 2030 and 10 Opportunities and
emerging Local Industrial Strategy.

Lead Exec:
Stacey Sleeman

Output
Beacon Phase Two
Skills Advisory Panel (SAP) evidence
base
Careers Hub and Enterprise Advisers
(EA and Gatsby metrics)
Digital Skills Partnership Phase Two
Institute of Technology
Apprenticeship Campaign Phase Two
Building Cornwall
Workforce Development Strategy
Responsible business (initiative)

By When
tbc subject to DWP budget confirmation
March 2021
March 2021
March 2021
March 2021
June 2021
March 2021
March 2021
March 2021
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Budget
Original Budget £

INCOME

Cornwall Council Funding
Core Funding (BEIS)
Estimated interest accrued on loans 20-21
Draft Revenue Balance c/f
Ringfenced Funds

150,000
500,000
67,500
225,353
1,107,729

TOTAL INCOME

2,050,582

EXPENDITURE
ADMINISTRATION COSTS
Salaries & Employee Costs
Transport
Supplies & Services

210,000
19,000
50,000
279,000

STRATEGY
Local Industrial Strategy
LIS Initiatives Fund
Great South West
Communications and Engagement
SPF Development
GOVERNANCE
Accountable Body - support services charge (MOU)
Commissioned Functions
Board Development
Annual Event / AGM
DELIVERY
Local Growth Fund - Programme Management
Growth and Skills Hub
Beacon
Digital Skills Partnership
Skills Advisory Panels
Skills Innovation Fund
CIoS Careers Hub
Coastal Communities wAVE Project

100,000
207,365
tbc
47,000
50,000
50,000
186,000
10,000
10,000
28,000
205,000
tbc
75,000
75,000
79,340
50,000
358,736
1,531,441

OTHER REVENUE
LEP Company
EIF - Ten Opportunities

95,000
62,914
157,914

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

1,968,355

Balance of Revenue Income unallocated
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82,227
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Risk Management
As part of the LEP Assurance Framework we are ensuring we take appropriate steps to
manage and mitigate risk. Different programmes sometimes demand a different
means of reporting risk and assessing other issues such as value for money. However,
as a principle across all of our activity we will ensure:
• We have a full understanding of our obligations.
• We have sufficient processes and internal systems of control (via our
Accountable Body) to meet our obligations.
• We have appropriate systems and process in place to allow us to identify,
manage and review our risks.
Risk management (identification and mitigation measures) within the CIoS LEP is a
continuous process which runs through the organisation and in programme and
project delivery. Overall, the LEP CEO is responsible for risk management.
The CIoS LEP has a corporate risk register which is reviewed monthly by the LEP
Executive Team, at each meeting of the LEP Audit and Assurance Committee (AAC) and
is presented at LEP Board on a quarterly basis. Horizon scanning risks are also
considered and reviewed at both AAC and Board level.
Risk is managed through the LEP Sub-Boards and Steering Groups that the LEP Chair,
or, has representation on. Sub-Boards and Steering Group reports and individual risk
registers feed into, via the LEP Executive Team, the LEP’s Corporate Risk Register. The
LEP’s Corporate Risk Register is updated and reviewed by the AAC before being
presented to the LEP Board.
For Growth Deal (GD) investments, the LEP Executive will monitor risks at a project
level liaising with the applicant. The risks will be reviewed and escalated where
appropriate adapting to consider the risk to the LEP and GD programme delivery, and
not just to project delivery.
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Level 3

LEP Audit and
Assurance
Committee

LEP Audit and Assurance Committee review the
Corporate
Risk
Register
and
makes
recommendations to the LEP Board. The
Committee also considers and reviews
emerging/horizon scanning risk and escalates to
the LEP Board.

Sub-Boards
and Steering
Groups

Sub-Boards and Steering Groups monitor
performance and risk and report upwards, via the
LEP Executive Team, to the Audit and Assurance
Committee.

LEP Executive
Team

LEP Executive Team review reports and risks. Any
significant risks are escalated to the relevant subboards and then to the LEP Audit and Assurance
Committee through the Corporate Risk Register.

Level 1

Level 4

LEP Board

Reviews Corporate Risk Register. The Board also
reviews emerging/horizon scanning risks (as
recommended by the AAC).

Level 2

The risk register is a standing item on the AAC agenda, with a deep dive on a specific
risk at each meeting. The risk register is presented to the LEP Board following all AAC
meetings with a report summarising changes to the risk profile and associated
mitigations. This allows the wider Board to input into the risk management of the LEP.
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